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Abstract. This work describes a data structure, the Implicit Real-Vec-
tor Automaton (IRVA), suited for representing symbolically polyhedra,
i.e., regions of n-dimensional space defined by finite Boolean combina-
tions of linear inequalities. IRVA can represent exactly arbitrary convex
and non-convex polyhedra, including features such as open and closed
boundaries, unconnected parts, and non-manifold components. In addi-
tion, they provide efficient procedures for deciding whether a point be-
longs to a given polyhedron, and determining the polyhedron component
(vertex, edge, facet, . . . ) that contains a point. An advantage of IRVA is
that they can easily be minimized into a canonical form, which leads to
a simple and efficient test for equality between represented polyhedra.
We also develop an algorithm for computing Boolean combinations of
polyhedra represented by IRVA.

1 Introduction

The problem of designing a good data structure for representing and handling
polyhedra, i.e., regions of n-dimensional space delimited by finitely many planar
boundaries, has important applications in several areas of computer science. The
precise class of polyhedra that needs to be covered and the range of necessary
manipulation operations actually differ according to the application field.

Our historical motivation for studying this problem is related to computer-
aided verification, where polyhedra are used for representing sets of system con-
figurations that are manipulated during symbolic state-space exploration of hy-
brid automata [11, 6]. In this setting, polyhedra are defined as finite Boolean
combinations of strict and/or non-strict linear inequalities. The operations that
need to be performed on polyhedra include unions, intersections, projections,
and linear transformations (for applying the transition relation of the system
under study), and tests of inclusion or equality (for detecting that a fixed point
has been reached).
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The efficient manipulation of polyhedra is also essential to computed-aided
design, where they yield convenient approximations of the shape of arbitrary
objects. In this framework, the spatial dimension n is usually limited to 2 or
3, and polyhedra are often regularized, meaning that they are made equal to
the topological closure of their interior. Intuitively, the regularization operation
gets rid of polyhedron features that are considered to be negligible and prob-
lematic, such as isolated points, dangling facets or edges, and open boundaries.
The operations applied on polyhedra include Boolean combinations in order to
construct complex objects from elementary building blocks, geometric transfor-
mations and measurements, two and three-dimensional visualization, checking
whether a point belongs to a given polyhedron (the point location problem), and
computing the polyhedron component (vertex, edge, facet, . . . ) that contains a
point (the point classification problem).

Finally, as last examples of applications, polyhedra are also used in optimiza-
tion theory and constraint programming [16] for specifying systems of constraints.
In those applications, the spatial dimension n corresponds to the number of vari-
ables implicated in the constraints, which is usually large, and the considered
polyhedra are often convex, meaning that they can be expressed as finite con-
junctions of linear inequalities. Typical problems there consist in searching inside
a polyhedron for a point that maximizes a given objective function, and deciding
whether a polyhedron is empty or not.

In this work, we consider the polyhedra defined as a finite Boolean combi-
nation of open and closed linear constraints, which are also known as Nef poly-
hedra [1, 10]. This class covers polyhedra with combinations of open and closed
boundaries, non-convex or unconnected parts, and non-manifold components.
Our aim is to obtain a data structure that is able to represent exactly those
polyhedra, and for which efficient algorithms can be derived for computing their
Boolean combinations, checking inclusion, equality, and emptiness, and solving
the point location and point classification problems.

Several approaches have been proposed for tackling those problems. A first
possibility is to represent a polyhedron by a logical formula expressed in the
quantifier-free fragment of linear arithmetic, for which powerful solvers are avail-
able [9]. This solution has the advantage of being able to deal with large spatial
dimensions, but does not provide efficient algorithms for checking set equality or
inclusion, or for simplifying the representation of a polyhedron obtained as the
result of complex operations. In the restricted case of convex polyhedra, formula-
based representations can be augmented with redundant structural information
(the so-called vertices, extremal rays and lines of polyhedra), which substantially
simplifies comparison operations [13]. In computer-aided design applications,
the main approaches consist in representing a solid object as an explicit Boolean
combination of elementary primitives (Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG)) [15],
or by a geometrical description of their boundary (Boundary representations
(B-rep)). CSG methods can be generalized to non-polyhedral primitives such
as spheres, toruses and shapes bounded by polynomial surfaces. They provide
direct implementations of Boolean operators and an easy solution to the point
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location problem. However, they are usually restricted to regularized shapes, and
do not make it possible to check easily inclusion or equality of objects. On the
other hand, B-rep techniques are able to represent accurately features such as
open and/or closed boundaries and non-manifold components, but do not admit
efficient algorithms for applying Boolean operators or solving the point location
problem. These drawbacks are addressed by Selective Nef Complexes (SNC),
which combine a geometrical description of the vertices, edges and facets that
compose a polyhedron with a topological representation of the incidence relation
between them. SNC data structures have the same expressive power as B-rep
ones, but can be combined by means of Boolean operators. Algorithms have also
been developed for solving the point location and point classification problems
over these structures [10] in the case of small spatial dimensions (n = 2 or n = 3).

A different approach is to represent polyhedra using Real-Vector Automata
(RVA), which are a particular form of infinite-word automata recognizing en-
codings of points in Rn [2, 5]. It has been established that RVA are expressive
enough for representing arbitrary polyhedra. The advantages of automata-based
representations are that computing Boolean combinations of polyhedra reduce
to carrying out similar operations on the languages accepted by the automata,
for which simple algorithms are known. Furthermore, RVA can easily be mini-
mized into a canonical form [14]. This leads to efficient comparison operations
between represented sets, and allows to simplify the results of long chains of
operations. RVA also provide a very efficient algorithm for solving the point lo-
cation and classification problems. The main drawback of RVA is their size that
can grow linearly with the coefficients of linear constraints, which makes those
symbolic representations unmanageable in some applications. This drawback is
alleviated by Implicit Real-Vector Automata (IRVA), which intuitively operate
on similar principles as RVA, but replace some of their unnecessarily large in-
ternal structures by more concise algebraic objects [3]. Interestingly enough, it
has been shown that the RVA structures replaced in IRVA closely match the
internal components of SNC representations of polyhedra, and that their reach-
ability properties represent the incidence relation between them. The advantages
of IRVA over SNC representations are threefold. First, they inherit the canonicity
properties of RVA, which reduces equality testing between polyhedra to a sim-
ple isomorphism check. Second, like RVA, they admit very efficient algorithms
for the point location and classification problems, which proceed by following a
single path in a decision structure. Finally, IRVA are applicable to any spatial
dimension n.

2 Basic Notions and Notations

Let n ∈ N be a dimension. A linear constraint over points x ∈ Rn is a constraint
of the form a.x#b, with a ∈ Zn, b ∈ Z, and # ∈ {<,≤,=,≥, >}. A finite
Boolean combination of such constraints defines a polyhedron. A polyhedron Π
is convex if for every x1,x2 ∈ Π and λ ∈ [0, 1], one has λx1 +(1−λ)x2 ∈ Π, i.e.,
the line segment joining x1 and x2 is a subset of Π. Every convex polyhedron can
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be expressed as a finite conjunction of linear constraints. A polyhedron defined
by a finite conjunction of linear equalities, i.e., constraints of the form a.x = b, is
an affine space. An affine space that contains 0 is a vector space. The dimension
dim(S) ≤ n of an affine or vector space S ⊆ Rn is the largest number of linearly
independent vectors it contains. A set S ⊆ Rn is conical with respect to the apex
v ∈ Rn if for all x ∈ Rn and λ ∈ R>0, one has x ∈ S iff v + λ(x − v) ∈ S,
which intuitively states that the set S is not affected by a scaling transformation
centered on the point v. A polyhedron that is conical is a pyramid. The set of
apexes of a pyramid always forms an affine space [1].

3 Polyhedra

3.1 Topological Components

The main idea behind the data structure discussed in this work is to exploit the
specific topological properties of polyhedra. It has been observed that the struc-
ture of a polyhedron Π ⊆ Rn is pyramidal in arbitrarily small neighborhoods of
any point v ∈ Rn [1, 4]. This property can be formalized as follows.

Definition 1. Let v = (v1, . . . , vn) ∈ Rn and ε ∈ R>0. The cubic closed neigh-
borhood of size ε of v is the set

Nε(v) = [v1 −
ε

2
, v1 +

ε

2
]× [v2 −

ε

2
, v2 +

ε

2
]× · · · × [vn −

ε

2
, vn +

ε

2
].

Theorem 2. Let Π ⊆ Rn be a polyhedron. For every point v ∈ Rn, there exists
ε ∈ R>0 such that Π coincides over Nε(v) with a pyramid of apex v.

Note that if Π coincides with a pyramid P in the neighborhood Nε(v) of
a point v, then the same pyramid P also describes its structure in all neigh-
borhoods Nε′(v) such that 0 < ε′ ≤ ε, since a pyramid is invariant by scaling
transformations. It has additionally been established that a finite number of dis-
tinct pyramids suffices for describing the structure of Π in the neighborhood of
all points in Rn [1, 4]. We have the following definition and theorem.

Definition 3. Let Π ⊆ Rn be a polyhedron, and v ∈ Rn be an arbitrary point.
The local pyramid of Π with respect to v is the pyramid PΠ(v) that coincides
with Π over sufficiently small neighborhoods Nε(v) of v.

Theorem 4. For each polyhedron Π ⊆ Rn, the set {PΠ(v) | v ∈ Rn} is finite.

This theorem states that a polyhedron Π partitions the space Rn into a fi-
nite number of equivalence classes, each described by a local pyramid. We call
the equivalence class that contains a point v the polyhedral component, or more
simply component, of Π associated to v. Such a component is thus uniquely
characterized by the local pyramid PΠ(v). The set of apexes of this pyramid
forms the characteristic affine space of the component, denoted aff(C) for a
component C, and the dimension of this space defines the dimension of the
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component, denoted dim(C). Intuitively, the dimension of a component char-
acterizes the number of degrees of freedom among its points. Components of
dimension 0, 1, 2 thus correspond to the classical notions of vertices, edges and
facets of polyhedra. An illustration is given in Figure 1.

x2

x2 < 2

x1 − x2 ≤ 1

x1

x1 ≥ 1

Fig. 1. Example of (a) polyhedron, (b) components, and (c) incidence relation

3.2 Incidence Relation

The components of a polyhedron are connected by an incidence relation. We
have the following definition and theorem.

Definition 5. A component C2 of a polyhedron Π is incident to a component
C1, which is denoted C1 � C2, if for every point v ∈ Rn that belongs to C1,
there exist points that are arbitrarily close to v and that belong to C2.

Theorem 6. For every polyhedron, the incidence relation � is a partial order
over its components. This relation is such that C1 � C2 implies aff(C1) ⊆ aff(C2)
(and thus dim(C1) ≤ dim(C2)).

3.3 Extension to Polyhedral Partitions

The notions of polyhedral component and incidence relation can be extended
to more general structures than polyhedra. We define a polyhedral partition as
a partition Π = {Π1, Π2, . . . ,Πm} of Rn, with m > 0, such that each Πi is a
polyhedron. Such a partition can alternatively be specified as a color function
Π : Rn → {1, 2, . . . ,m} that maps every point v ∈ Rn onto its index Π(v) in
the partition, which can be seen as a color assigned by the polyhedral partition
out of m distinct possibilities. Polyhedral partitions are especially useful in the
framework of the point classification problem, where the core issue is to describe
such a partition by a data structure from which one can easily compute the
index, or color, of arbitrary points. A polyhedron can be seen as a particular
instance of a polyhedral partition, limited to two colors corresponding to the
points that respectively belong and do not belong to the polyhedron. In the rest
of this paper, we will thus indifferently use polyhedra and polyhedral partitions.
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The definition of pyramids readily adapts to polyhedral partitions: A poly-
hedral partition Π over Rn is pyramidal with respect to the apex v ∈ Rn if it
is such that for every x ∈ Rn and λ ∈ R>0, we have Π(x) = Π(v + λ(x− v)).
A pyramidal partition of apex v is thus one that classifies the points of Rn on
the sole basis of the direction in which they are seen from v, which means that
such a partition is not affected by scaling transformations centered on v. From
this extension of the concept of pyramid, one straightforwardly generalizes to
polyhedral partitions the notions of local pyramid, components, and incidence
relation.

4 Towards a Better Data Structure for Polyhedra

4.1 Real-Vector Automata

Selective Nef Complexes (SNC) are data structures that combine descriptions of
the components of a polyhedron and of the incidence relation between them [10].
In this section, we study another class of representations, the Real-Vector Au-
tomata (RVA), and show that, even though RVA are based on different ideas
from SNC representations, both data structures share some common principles
of operation. Our aim will then be to define symbolic representations that are
as concise as SNC, but inherit from RVA their canonicity property, as well as
very efficient algorithms for solving the point location and point classification
problems.

RVA are finite-state machines recognizing the coordinates of points, encoded
into words [2, 5]. They depend on the choice of a numeration base r ∈ N>1,
which provides an alphabet of digits Σr = {0, 1, . . . , r − 1}, augmented with
a distinguished symbol ? used for separating the integer from the fractional
part of encodings. In a given base r, a number z ∈ R≥0 is encoded by infinite
words ap−1ap−2 . . . a0 ? a−1a−2 . . . such that p > 0, ai ∈ Σr for all i < p,
and z =

∑
i<p air

i. This scheme is extended to signed numbers by encoding
negative numbers by their r’s complement, which amounts to representing a
number z ∈ R<0 by the encoding of z+rp, where p is the length of its integer part.
The value of p is not fixed, but has to satisfy the constraint −rp−1 ≤ z ≤ rp−1.
The integer part of an encoding can be increased at will, by repeating its leading
digit (which is equal to 0 for positive and to r − 1 for negative numbers), hence
every number admits infinitely many encodings.

Points in Rn are encoded by combining encodings of their components, which
can always be chosen such that their integer parts share the same length. By
reading those component encodings synchronously, one symbol at a time, one
obtains a point encoding that takes the form of an infinite word over the alphabet
{0, 1, . . . , r−1}n∪{?} (since the separator symbol is read at the same time in all
component encodings, it can be denoted by a single symbol). The exponential
size of the alphabet can be avoided by serializing the encodings, which amounts
to replacing each symbol (d1, d2, . . . , dn) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , r − 1}n by the subword
d1d2 . . . dn expressed over Σr.
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Given a set S ⊆ Rn and a base r ∈ N>1, the base-r encodings of the points
in S form a language. An infinite-word finite-state automaton that accepts this
language is called a Real-Vector Automaton (RVA) representing S. It is known
that RVA are expressive enough for representing all the sets that are definable
in 〈R,Z,+,≤〉 [2], i.e., the first-order additive theory of real and integer num-
bers, which covers our definition of polyhedra. Furthermore, a restricted form
of infinite-word automata, weak deterministic ones, suffices for representing the
sets definable in 〈R,Z,+,≤〉, and the sets that are representable by these au-
tomata in every base exactly match those that are definable in that theory [5]. A
weak automaton is a Büchi automaton such that each strongly connected compo-
nent of its transition relation is entirely composed of accepting or non-accepting
states. The advantages of using weak deterministic RVA is that they have ef-
ficient manipulation algorithms, in particular for applying to represented sets
operations such as Boolean combinations, projections and Cartesian products,
and that they admit an easily computable canonical form [14].

4.2 Point Decision in RVA

Consider a deterministic weak RVA A that represents a polyhedron Π ⊆ Rn in
a base r ∈ N>1. Assessing whether a point v ∈ Rn belongs or not to Π reduces
to encoding v in base r, which yields a word w ∈ Σ+

r ? Σω
r , and then checking

whether this word is accepted by A. Since A is deterministic, this can be done by
following a single path in its transition graph. In a weak automaton, determining
whether a path is accepting or not amounts to checking the accepting status of
the last strongly connected component (SCC) that it visits. In other words, the
point decision problem for v is solved by following transitions labeled by the
successive symbols in w, which moves through the SCC of A, until a final SCC
is reached.

It has been shown that the SCC of A are related to the polyhedral compo-
nents of Π [4, 3, 7]. This can intuitively be explained as follows. Let u ∈ Σ+

r ?Σ
∗
r

be a finite encoding prefix that contains k digits in the fractional part of each
vector component, and s be the state of A reached after reading u. The points
of Rn that admit an encoding prefixed by u form a n-cube Cu of size r−k, and
the shape of Π inside this n-cube is uniquely determined by the state s. As-
sume that s belongs to a non-trivial strongly connected component of A, i.e.,
one containing a cycle from s to itself, labeled by a word u′ that adds k′ addi-
tional digits to the encoding of each vector component. The encodings prefixed
by uu′ determine a n-cube Cuu′ of size r−(k+k′). In both cubes Cu and Cuu′ ,
the shape of Π is identical. This shows that the linear scaling transformation
that maps Cu to Cuu′ leaves Π invariant inside of this n-cube. It is established
in [4] that this invariance property actually holds for arbitrary scaling factors,
which implies that Π is pyramidal inside Cu. A correspondence between the
local pyramidal structures induced by the strongly connected components of A
and the components of Π has been discovered in [4], and is investigated in [7].
This correspondence is not exactly one-to-one: some polyhedral components can
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be split between several SCC, and components that have local pyramids that
only differ by a translation are sometimes described by a common SCC.

The reachability relation between the SCC of A also loosely corresponds to
the incidence relation between the components of Π. The intuition is as follows.
Consider a non-trivial SCC S2 reachable from another one S1. For every point
v ∈ Rn with an encoding that ends up in S1, there exists a point v′ that is
arbitrarily close to v with an encoding ending up in S2. Indeed, one may follow
in S1 the path reading the encoding of v for arbitrarily many transitions before
deciding to divert towards one ending in S2.

The procedure for deciding whether a point v ∈ Rn belongs to a polyhedron
represented by a RVA can thus be summarized as follows. One follows in the
transition graph of the automaton the path given by an encoding w of v, until
reaching a non-trivial strongly connected component S1. If the remaining suffix
of w can be read without leaving S1, which means that v belongs to a polyhedral
component C1 represented by S1, then the accepting status of this component
provides the answer to the point decision problem. If this suffix leaves S1, then
it eventually reaches another non-trivial SCC S2, which intuitively corresponds
to moving from C1 to another polyhedral component C2 that is incident to C1.
The same procedure is repeated in S2, and so on until the path finally reaches a
SCC that it does not leave anymore.

4.3 Principles of IRVA

The idea behind Implicit Real-Vector Automata is to define a data structure
representing the components of a polyhedron and the incidence relation between
them, in such a way that the point decision problem can be solved by following
deterministically a single path in the structure, similarly to RVA. Compared
to RVA, the main advantage of IRVA will be their substantially more efficient
representation of the polyhedral components.

Informally, an IRVA is a graph composed of implicit states, which correspond
to the components of its represented polyhedron, and explicit states and tran-
sitions, that provide an acyclic and deterministic decision structure linking the
implicit states. In order to decide whether a point v ∈ Rn belongs to a polyhe-
dron represented by an IRVA, one will start from a first implicit state s1. If v
belongs to the corresponding polyhedral component C1, then the search is over
and the answer to the decision problem depends on whether C1 is a subset of
the polyhedron (which may be indicated by a flag attached to s1). If v does not
belong to C1, then the procedure follows the decision structure that leaves s1,
until reaching another implicit state s2, representing a polyhedral component
C2 that is incident to C1. The same procedure is repeated in this implicit state,
and so on until reaching the component that finally contains v. Note that this
idea straightforwardly generalizes to representations of polyhedral partitions, by
associating a color to each implicit state instead of a binary flag.

The information that needs to be associated to an implicit state s includes
the characteristic affine space aff(C) of its corresponding polyhedral component
C, and either the color associated to this component or a binary acceptance flag.
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The purpose of the deterministic decision structure leaving s is to represent the
structure of the underlying local pyramid of C, by directing the vectors leaving
C to the appropriate incident components. The development of such a decision
structure will be addressed in Section 4.4.

A problem that remains to be addressed is to locate efficiently the first im-
plicit state s1 to be visited during the search for a point v ∈ Rn. This could be
achieved by building a deterministic decision structure for classifying the points
of Rn. We choose to follow a simpler approach, which consists in considering
only polyhedra in which the choice of the initial implicit state is trivial. We have
the following result.

Theorem 7. If a polyhedron Π is a pyramid, then it contains a unique compo-
nent C that is minimum with respect to the incidence relation � , i.e., such that
C � C ′ for every component C ′ of Π. This minimum component corresponds to
the set of apexes of Π.

As a consequence, if a pyramid Π is represented by an IRVA, then the first
implicit state visited during the search for a point can systematically be chosen
to be the representation of the minimum component of Π, which eliminates the
need for a special form of decision structure. Intuitively, this is possible because
a pyramid of apex v is not affected by scaling transformations centered on v.
This property can be exploited for conducting the search in any arbitrarily small
neighborhood of v.

It is important to point out that moving from polyhedra to pyramids does
not incur a loss of expressive power, for every polyhedron can be transformed
into a pyramid that represents it without ambiguity, and vice-versa. We have
the following definition.

Definition 8. Let Π ⊆ Rn be a polyhedron. The representing pyramid of Π is
the polyhedron Π ⊆ Rn+1 = {λ(x1, . . . , xn, 1) | λ ∈ R>0 ∧ (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Π}.

For every polyhedron Π ⊆ Rn, the polyhedron Π is a pyramid of apex
0. The polyhedron Π can be recovered from Π by the transformation Π =
{(x1, . . . , xn) | (x1, . . . , xn, 1) ∈ Π}, which amounts to computing the section of
Π by the planar constraint xn+1 = 1, and projecting the result over the n first
vector components.

Note that the elementary operations over polyhedra, such as computing
Boolean combinations, testing equality or inclusion, and solving the point deci-
sion and point classification problems, readily translate into identical or similar
operations over their representing pyramids. The notion of representing pyramids
also straightforwardly generalizes to polyhedral partitions.

In the sequel, we will thus only address without loss of generality the prob-
lem of designing a data structure for pyramids, or pyramidal partitions, that
admit the apex 0. This choice brings the additional benefit of simplifying some
structures. In particular, the characteristic affine spaces aff(C) of components
become, in the case of such partitions, vector spaces since they systematically
include 0. It follows that the implicit states of IRVA can actually be annotated
by vector spaces instead of affine ones.
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4.4 Decision Structure for Directions

Before defining formally IRVA, we discuss the details of the decision structures
linking implicit states. This section is adapted from [3]. The problem that is
tackled can be stated as follows. Let A be an IRVA representing a pyramidal
partition Π of Rn , with apex 0. Let s be an implicit state of A, representing a
polyhedral component C of Π. As explained in Section 4.3, a vector space VS (s)
is associated to s, and represents the set of apexes of the local pyramid PΠ(C)
of C. The problem consists in building a deterministic decision structure that
classifies the points v ∈ Rn such that v 6∈VS (s) according to their polyhedral
component in the pyramid PΠ(C).

For every λ ∈ R>0, the decision taken for the point λv has to match exactly
the one taken for v, since PΠ(C) is invariant by scaling transformations centered
on 0. We ensure that this property is satisfied by first normalizing the point v,
which intuitively corresponds to keeping only the direction in which it can be
reached from VS (s), and then encode this direction over a finite alphabet. The
decision structure leaving s can then take the form of an acyclic graph, the edges
of which are labeled by symbols of this alphabet.

We first describe the normalization operation. Let {y1,y2, . . . ,ym}, with
0 ≤ m ≤ n, be a basis of the vector space VS (s). If m = n, then the component
C is universal, meaning that PΠ(C) has a uniform color over Rn. In this case,
there is no need for a decision structure leaving s, since one cannot have v 6∈
VS (s). If m < n, then we introduce n − m vectors z1, z2, . . . , zn−m such
that {y1,y2, . . . ,ym, z1, z2, . . . ,zn−m} is a basis of Rn. The vectors z1, z2, . . . ,
zn−m can be chosen in a canonical way, by selecting among (1, 0, . . . , 0), (0, 1, . . . ,
0), . . . , (0, 0, . . . , 1), in that order, n−m vectors linearly independent with {y1,
y2, . . . ,ym}.

The next step for normalizing v is to express this point in the coordinate
system {y1, . . . ,ym, z1, . . . ,zn−m}, obtaining a tuple (y1, . . . , ym, z1, . . . , zn−m).
Clearly, PΠ(C) is not affected by translations within VS (s), hence only the
coordinates (z1, z2, . . . , zn−m) are relevant for classifying v.

Let z = (z1, z2, . . . , zn−m). The next operation is to get rid of the magnitude
of this vector, keeping only its direction. This can be done by computing the
intersection of the half-line {λz | λ ∈ R>0} with the faces of the normalization
cube [− 1

2 ,
1
2 ]n−m. The resulting point v′ ∈ Rn−m then provides the normalization

of our original point v.
It remains to define an encoding scheme for mapping normalized points

onto words over a finite alphabet. Instead of using the technique discussed
in Section 4.1, we use an encoding relation that exploits the fact that the
points to be encoded belong to the normalization cube. Precisely, an encod-
ing of a normalized point v′ = (v′1, v

′
2, . . . , v

′
n−m) ∈ Rn−m begins with a symbol

a ∈ {−(1),+(1),−(2),+(2), . . . ,−(n−m),+(n−m)} that identifies the face of
the normalization cube to which v′ belongs: If a = −(i), with 1 ≤ i ≤ n −m,
then v′i = − 1

2 ; if a = +(i), then v′i = + 1
2 . The leading symbol a is followed

by a suffix w ∈ {0, 1}ω that encodes the position of v′ within the face of the
normalization cube represented by a. The suffix w is obtained as follows. If
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a ∈ {−(i),+(i)}, with 1 ≤ i ≤ n−m, then the i-th component v′i of v′ is fixed,
and it remains to encode the coordinates v′′ = (v′1, . . . , v

′
i−1, v

′
i+1, . . . , v

′
n−m).

We then define w ∈ {0, 1}ω as the fractional part of a base-2 encoding of the
point v′′ + ( 1

2 ,
1
2 , . . . ,

1
2 ), i.e., such that 0n−m−1 ? w is a binary encoding of this

point.
This encoding scheme maps a normalized point v′ ∈ Rn−m onto words of

the form aw, with a ∈ {−(1),+(1),−(2),+(2), . . . ,−(n − m),+(n − m)} and
w ∈ {0, 1}ω. Note that some points have multiple encodings, because either they
are located at the boundary between different faces of the normalization cube,
or their position on a face of this cube admits more than one fractional binary
encoding. This situation is not at all problematic, provided that the decision
structure leaving the implicit state s handles all these encodings in the same
way.

In order to obtain a deterministic decision structure rooted at s, we consider
the successive digits of encodings w. The leading digit a of w characterizes a
specific face of the normalization cube. The normalized points v′ ∈ Rn−m that
admit an encoding prefixed by a form a convex pyramid, and it is easily shown
that the points v ∈ Rn that normalize into v′ form a convex pyramid as well.
This latter pyramid, which only depends on the vector space V = VS (s) and the
leading symbol a, will be denoted RV,a. This pyramid corresponds to a region
of Rn that has a non empty intersection with some subset S of the components
of Π. If this subset contains a unique minimum component C ′ with respect to
the incidence relation �, then deciding whether a point v ∈ RV,a belongs or not
to Π can be carried out in the neighborhood of C ′, hence the decision branch
labeled by a can be directed to the implicit state representing C ′.

If, on the other hand, the subset S of components does not contain a min-
imum element with respect to �, then the decision branch labeled by a has to
be developed further. By reading an additional prefix u ∈ {0, 1}∗, one refines
the region RV,a into the pyramid RV,au containing all points v ∈ Rn whose
normalization admits an encoding prefixed by au. Once again, if RV,au covers
a subset of components of Π with a unique minimum component C ′, then the
decision branch labeled by au can be oriented to the implicit state representing
C ′. Otherwise, the refinement procedure has to be repeated until the prefix is
long enough. Termination is ensured by the following result.

Theorem 9. Let Π be a pyramidal partition of Rn, with apex 0, C be one of
its polyhedral components, and V = aff(C). There exists k ∈ N>0 such that for
every encoding w of length k, the subset of components of Π that have a non-
empty intersection with the region RV,w admits a unique minimum element with
respect to the incidence relation �.

5 Implicit Real-Vector Automata

5.1 Syntax

We are now ready to define the syntax of IRVA. As discussed in Sections 3.3
and 4.3, the goal is to obtain a symbolic representation of a pyramidal partition,
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i.e., a generalized pyramid in which the components are labeled by a finite range
of colors instead of a binary acceptance flag.

Definition 10. An Implicit Real-Vector Automaton (IRVA) is a tuple (n, SI ,
SE , s0, δ,VS , col), where:

– n ∈ N is a dimension,
– SI is a finite set of implicit states,
– SE is a finite set of explicit states,
– s0 ∈ SI is an initial state,
– δ : (SI×±(N>0))∪(SE×{0, 1})→ SI∪SE is a (partial) transition function,
– VS : SI → 2Rn

associates a vector space to each implicit state,
– col : SI → N>0 associates a color to each implicit state.

In order to be valid, IRVA have to satisfy some syntactic constraints. First,
the transition function δ must be acyclic as well as complete, in the sense
that for every implicit state s ∈ SI , δ(s,−(i)) and δ(s,+(i)) are defined iff
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n− dim(VS (s))}, and for every explicit state s ∈ SE , both δ(s, 0)
and δ(s, 1) are defined. Let us denote by s1

w→ s2, or more simply s1 → s2 if w
is not of interest, the fact that the transition function δ leads from the implicit
state s1 ∈ SI to s2 ∈ SI , reading the word w ∈ ±(N>0){0, 1}∗, and visiting
only explicit states between s1 and s2. The reflexive and transitive closure of
the relation → is denoted →∗. We impose the following additional restrictions
on IRVA: each implicit state s ∈ SI must be reachable, i.e., such that s0 →∗ s,
and for every pair s1, s2 ∈ SI such that s1

w→ s2 for some word w, one must
have VS (s1) ⊂ VS (s2) (which implies dim(VS (s1)) < dim(VS (s2))), as well as
RVS(s1),w ∩ VS (s2) 6= ∅. These restrictions intuitively express that the decision
structures linking the implicit states are consistent with the properties of the
incidence relation between polyhedral components.

5.2 Semantics

Let A = (n, SI , SE , s0, δ,VS , col) be an IRVA and v ∈ Rn be a point. We have
the following definition.

Definition 11. A run of A over v is a finite sequence s0
w1→ s1

w2→ · · · wm→ sm,
where 0 ≤ m ≤ n, s0, s1, . . . , sm ∈ SI , and w1, w2, . . . , wm ∈ ±(N>0){0, 1}∗,
such that v ∈ VS (sm), and for every i ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m − 1}, v 6∈ VS (si) and
v ∈ RVS(si),wi+1 .

In other words, a run over a point v is obtained by starting from the ini-
tial implicit state s0, and repeatedly moving from an implicit state to another
according to the deterministic decision structures induced by the transition func-
tion δ, which amounts to following the relation →. A run ends when it finally
reaches an implicit state whose associated vector space contains v. A point may
admit multiple runs. In order to be able to solve the point decision and point
classification problems by following a single run in an IRVA, we introduce the
following semantical integrity constraint.
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Definition 12. An IRVA (n, SI , SE , s0, δ,VS , col) is well-formed if it is syn-
tactically valid, and for every v ∈ Rn, each of its runs over v ends up in the
same implicit state.

From now on, we will only consider well-formed IRVA. Solving the point
decision or classification problems on such IRVA thus reduce to following an
arbitrary run over the point of interest. The answer is then provided by the
color of the implicit state that is finally reached by this run.

We are now ready to define the semantics of an IRVA A = (n, SI , SE , s0, δ,
VS , col), i.e., to describe the partitioning, or coloring, function Π : Rn → N>0

that it represents. Since the transition relation → between implicit states is
acyclic, we can consider these implicit states in bottom-up order, associating a
coloring function Πs to each s ∈ SI . This procedure can be started from the
states s ∈ SI such that dim(VS (s)) = n, which do not have successors by →,
and will eventually end up in the initial state s0. The coloring function Πs0 of
s0 will then provide the partition represented by the IRVA. The procedure relies
on the following result.

Theorem 13. Let s ∈ SI be an implicit state of A. Its coloring function Πs is
such that

– Πs(v) = col(s) for all points v ∈ VS (s),
– Πs(v) = Πs′(v) for all states s′ ∈ SI and points v ∈ Rn such that s w→ s′

and v ∈ RVS(s),w, for some word w ∈ ±(N>0){0, 1}∗.

In summary, we have shown constructively how to build a coloring func-
tion that describes the semantics of a given IRVA. We thus have the following
theorem.

Theorem 14. Every well-formed IRVA (n, SI , SE , s0, δ,VS , col) represents a
pyramidal partition of Rn.

6 Canonicity

6.1 Canonical IRVA Representations

We now show that, for every pyramidal partition Π of Rn with apex 0, there
exists an IRVA A that represents it, and that this IRVA can be defined canoni-
cally up to equality of vector spaces and isomorphism of transition graphs. We
will then develop an algorithm for transforming any IRVA that represents Π
into this canonical form.

The first step consists in defining the set of implicit states SI ofA, by creating
one implicit state si for each polyhedral component Ci of Π. From Theorem 7,
we know that Π admits a unique minimum component C0 with respect to the
incidence relation �. The corresponding implicit state s0 becomes the initial
state of A. For each si ∈ SI , the vector space VS (si) is then made equal to
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aff(Ci), and the color col(si) takes the (common) value of Π(v) for the points
v ∈ Ci.

It remains to define the decision structures that link the implicit states. Recall
that, for an implicit state si ∈ SI and a word w ∈ ±({1, 2, . . . , n −m}){0, 1}∗,
where m = dim(VS (si)), it is possible to have si

w→ sj , with sj ∈ SI , iff the set
of components {Ck | (Ci � Ck) ∧ (RVS(si),w ∩ Ck 6= ∅)} admits Cj as unique
minimum element (with respect to �). Since our aim is to obtain a canonical
decision structure, it is natural to only select the shortest words w for which such
a decision is possible, i.e., the transition si

w→ sj will be considered only if there
does not exist a shorter prefix u of w for which si

u→ sj is possible. By applying
this reasoning to all pairs of implicit states, one finally obtains a canonical form
of the acyclic labeled transition relation → linking these states.

From the labeled relation→, it is straightforward to define the explicit states
of the canonical IRVA representing Π. This can be achieved by building a deter-
ministic finite-state automaton with a transition relation corresponding to →,
considering that each implicit state has a unique distinguished accepting sta-
tus. This automaton can then be minimized into a canonical form using classical
techniques [12]. The implicit states are preserved by this operation, and the other
states of the minimized automaton become the explicit states of the canonical
IRVA. The transition function δ is then directly given by the transition relation
of the minimized automaton.

6.2 Minimization Algorithm

We now sketch an algorithm for computing, from an IRVA A = (n, SI , SE , s0, δ,
VS , col), a canonical IRVA that represents the same pyramidal partition. The
idea is to exploit the acyclic structure of the transition graph, by inspecting the
implicit and explicit states of A one by one in bottom-up order. Each step of the
minimization procedure consists in examining one state s ∈ SI ∪SE , in order to
determine whether it can be merged with another state s′ that has already been
processed, or left otherwise unchanged. When a state s is merged into a state s′,
all its incoming transitions are redirected to s′, and its outgoing transitions are
orphaned. This may leave unreachable states in the resulting IRVA, which are
easily removed by a subsequent cleaning step. Thanks to the order in which the
states are processed during minimization, the states s considered at each step
are such that their successors by the transition function have already undergone
minimization. The minimization of IRVA thus proceeds quite similarly to the
usual minimization algorithms for acyclic finite-state automata or for binary
decision diagrams [8]. The precise rules for deciding whether states should be
merged are however specific to IRVA.

A first situation occurs when the state s under scrutiny happens to have
identical successors as an already processed state s′, i.e., for every symbol a, one
has δ(s, a) = s′′ iff δ(s′, a) = s′′. In this case, if s is an explicit state, then it
can be merged into s′. If s is an implicit state, one additionally has to check the
conditions VS (s) = VS (s′) and col(s) = col(s′) before merging s with s′.
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The next rule is more complex. Consider an explicit state s ∈ SE , with an out-
going decision structure leading to the set of implicit states {s1, s2, . . . , sk} ⊂ SI .
If this set contains a unique minimum element s′ with respect to the transition
relation →∗, i.e., if s →∗ si for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}, then the decision structure
leaving s is redundant, since all its paths can be redirected towards s′ without
affecting the semantics of A. In such a case, the state s itself is redundant and
can be merged with s′. It can be shown that this situation only occurs when
the implicit state s′ is a direct successor of s; this property may be exploited for
speeding up the search for the states si.

Finally, a similar rule applies to implicit states s ∈ SI . Let {s1, s2, . . . , sk} ⊂
SI be the set of implicit states that are directly reachable from s by the transition
relation →. If this set admits a unique minimum element s′ with respect to →∗,
then s can be merged with s′ provided that two conditions are satisfied. First, the
color of both states must match: col(s) = col(s′). Second, in the particular case
where one has dim(VS (s′)) = dim(VS (s)) + 1, it is essential to ensure that the
state s′ does not represent a boundary of the polyhedral component associated
to s. This is done by checking that, among the words w such that s w→ s′, at least
two of them have leading symbols −(i) and +(i) with an identical face number
and opposite polarities. This tricky particular case was overlooked in [3].

7 Combination Operation

Our goal is now to develop an algorithm for combining two IRVA A1 and A2,
respectively representing pyramidal partitions Π1 and Π2 of Rn. Recall that
these partitions can be seen as functions Π1 : Rn → {1, 2, . . . ,m1} and Π2 :
Rn → {1, 2, . . . ,m2} that assign colors to the points in Rn. In order to combine
Π1 and Π2, we need a combination function c : {1, 2, . . . ,m1}×{1, 2, . . . ,m2} →
{1, 2, . . . ,m}, where m ∈ N>0, that maps every pair of colors from Π1 and Π2

onto a single one. We have the following definition.

Definition 15. The combination of Π1 and Π2 induced by c is the pyramidal
partition Π = Π1 onc Π2 over Rn such that Π(v) = c(Π1(v), Π2(v)) for every
v ∈ Rn.

Note that, in the particular case of binary partitions, this definition covers
the computation of intersections, unions, and differences of sets, by choosing a
combination function that corresponds to the appropriate Boolean operator.

The construction that we are about to describe shares some similarities with
the computation of the product of two finite-state automata. The idea is to
construct incrementally an IRVA A representing Π = Π1 onc Π2, starting from
its initial state and developing its transition function step by step. Each implicit
state s of A corresponds to a pair (s1, s2), where s1 (resp. s2) is an implicit state
of A1 (resp. A2). The polyhedral component of Π represented by s corresponds
to the points v ∈ Rn that simultaneously belong to the component C1 of Π1

represented by s1, and to the component C2 of Π2 represented by s2. As a
consequence, one has VS (s) = VS (s1)∩VS (s2) and col(s) = c(col(s1), col(s2)).
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The initial state of A is the first to be created, by pairing the initial states of
A1 and A2.

During the construction of A, the creation of a new implicit state s is followed
by the development of its outgoing decision structure. This is done by exploring
the prefixes that can be read from s in breadth-first order. For such a prefix w,
one checks whether A admits an implicit state s′ such that s w→ s′. This check is
carried out by first computing the convex region RVS(s),w, and then determining
whether this region covers a unique minimum component incident to C1 in Π1,
as well as one incident to C2 in Π2 (with respect to the incidence relations �1

and �2 of these pyramids). If a suitable implicit state s′ exists, then it either
corresponds to a previously computed state of A, or to a new state that needs
to be created. Otherwise, the decision labeled by w has to be developed further.

A key operation in the previous procedure is thus, given the IRVA Ai repre-
senting the pyramid Πi, with i ∈ {1, 2}, a convex region R ⊆ Rn, and an implicit
state si of Ai representing a component Ci of Πi, to determine whether the set of
components of Πi that are incident to Ci and have a non-empty intersection with
R admits a unique minimum element C ′i. We encapsulate this operation in a func-
tion minel(Ai, R, si) that returns the implicit state of Ai representing C ′i if it ex-
ists, and ⊥ otherwise. The value of minel(Ai, R, si) can be computed as follows.
First, one explores the implicit states s′i of Ai that are reachable from si, i.e., for
which there exist words w1, w2, . . .wk and implicit states q1, q2, . . . qk−1, with
k > 0, such that si

w1→ q1
w2→ q2

w3→ · · · wk−1→ qk−1
wk→ s′i. All such states s′i for which

the intersection R∩RVS(si),w1 ∩RVS(q1),w2 ∩ . . .∩RVS(qk−1),wk
∩VS (s′i) is non-

empty are collected in a set U . If U contains a minimum state s′i with respect to
→∗, i.e., such that s′i →∗ s′′i for every s′′i ∈ U , then one has minel(Ai, R, si) = s′i.
Otherwise, the function returns minel(Ai, R, si) = ⊥.

The procedure for combining two IRVA is formalized in Algorithm 1. In
addition to minel , this procedure relies on a function succ(s) that returns the
alphabet of symbols that can potentially be read from a state s, a function
new() that instantiates new explicit states, and the usual push, pop and empty?
operations on stacks. The algorithm relies on a stack for storing the states of A
whose outgoing decision structures still need to be developed. This stack contains
tuples (s1, s2, s, sI , w), where s is such a state, s1 and s2 are the current states
reached in respectively A1 and A2, sI is the last visited implicit state in A, and
w is the word read from sI to s.

8 Conclusions and Perspectives

We have studied a data structure, the Implicit Real Vector Automaton (IRVA),
that can be used for representing symbolically polyhedra or polyhedral partitions
in Rn. IRVA are not limited to convex or regularized polyhedra, admit an easily
computable minimal form, and are closed under Boolean operators.

IRVA imitate the principles of operation of Real-Vector Automata (RVA),
another automata-based data structure suited for polyhedra, but can be consid-
erably more concise. IRVA inherit from RVA very efficient algorithms for solving
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input : Two IRVA A1 = (n1, SI1, SE1, s01, δ1,VS1, col1) and
A2 = (n2, SI2, SE2, s02, δ2,VS2, col2), a combination function c

output: An IRVA A = (n, SI , SE , s0, δ,VS , col)

s0 := (s01, s02);
SI := {s0};
SE := ∅;
VS(s0) := VS1(s01) ∩VS2(s02);
col(s0) := c(col1(s01), col2(s02));
stack := ∅;
push (stack , (s01, s02, s0, s0, ε));
while not(empty?(stack)) do

(s1, s2, s, sI , w) := pop(stack);
foreach a ∈ succ(s) do

m1 := minel(A1, RVS(sI ),wa, s1);
m2 := minel(A2, RVS(sI ),wa, s2);
if m1 6= ⊥ and m2 6= ⊥ then

R := VS1(m1) ∩VS2(m2);
if R ∩RVS(sI ),wa = ∅ or dim(VS(sI)) ≥ dim(R) then

sN := new();
SE := SE ∪ {sN};
δ(s, a) := sN ;
push(stack , (m1,m2, sN , sI , wa));

else
if (m1,m2) 6∈ SI then

SI := SI ∪ {(m1,m2)};
VS((m1,m2)) := R;
col((m1,m2)) := c(col1(m1), col2(m2));
push(stack , (m1,m2, (m1,m2), (m1,m2), ε));

end
δ(s, a) := (m1,m2);

end

else
if m1 = ⊥ then m1 := s1;
if m2 = ⊥ then m2 := s2;
sN := new();
SE := SE ∪ {sN};
δ(s, a) := sN ;
push(stack , (m1,m2, sN , sI , wa));

end

end

end

Algorithm 1: Computation of A1 onc A2
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the point decision and classification problems, which is a substantial advantage
compared to other symbolic representations of polyhedra, in particular Selective
Nef Complexes [10].

Future work will address the implementation of a package for building and
manipulating IRVA, the assessment of their performances in actual applications,
and the computation of additional operations such as projecting polyhedra and
converting IRVA to and from other representations.
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